Endpoint Protection in a little more detail…
Why is it so important for my business to have a robust End Point Security strategy?
With malware threats becoming more sophisticated, the challenge for an organisation to protect, monitor and
report on their endpoints is becoming increasingly difficult. The array of endpoints is now much wider (including
laptops, tablets, smartphones, virtual machines and employees own devices) so the same level of protection and
control must be achieved irrespective of whether the endpoint is on the corporate network or in use at a
remote location.

What are the main considerations when reviewing this area?
Installing a traditional Anti Virus solution is still regarded as a basic and imperative form of endpoint protection,
but deployment across large numbers of differing devices and operating systems can be fraught with difficulties
from a technical, operational and managerial perspective. Heavy AV client programmes installed on machines
can impact performance and user productivity dramatically, deploying upgrades and keeping track of new
devices can be cumbersome and having visibility of all devices at all times can be difficult.

How can Data Connect help?
Our portfolio of industry leading and innovative endpoint solutions ensure that endpoint performance is not
affected, but at the same time provide proactive protection against modern malware and zero day threats. Asset
management and updates will become seamless to rollout, plus real time alerting and sandboxing of unknown
files and applications can provide enhanced cover and reporting.
We have experienced many organisations that, although unhappy with the protection and management tools
afforded by their current endpoint protection product, have been reluctant to redeploy an alternative or
more advanced solution because of the time, internal resource and potential disruption to their business. Data
Connect will assist you with a solution review, proof of concept and deployment with the minimum of effort and
risk to your business. As always, we will provide ongoing support and training for your technical staff
where necessary.

How can I find out more about the right solution for my business?
Call us today for an informal chat and we can talk you through specific issues that might be affecting your
individual business and give you some no-nonsense guidance about what this might mean in terms of
commercial risk.
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